






XV IAO. Theoretical round. Preliminary sketches for solutions

JWD/J
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= 10-0A(MWd-MS)

Thus,
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Rp = RE x (1 0-OA(Mwd-Ms»)1/2 = RE x 10-o.2(Mwd-Ms).

The absolute stellar magnitude of the Sun Ms should be known by a participant of the Olympiad, or it can
be calculated that the value ofms = -26.8m of the visible stellar magnitude, from the table and formula for
distance of 10 pc written in a. u. (10 pc = 2 062 648 a. u.):

Ms = ms + 5m·lg2062648 = -26.8m + 31.57m = 4. 77m
.

According to general III Kepler law,

T2MJR3 = const therefore Tp = TE(Rp/RE/I\MwD/MsrIl2.

We know the values TE and RpIRE, then what may be the value of MsfMwD? Let us remember the
Chandrasekhar (*) limit, that is equal to 1.4 Ms - the upper limit for mass of a star that may exist as a
white dwarf.
(*) Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar (Cy6paMwlbflH l{Wlopm.:ceKap) - American scientist of the Indian
origin whose 100 anniverswy will be tomorrow, on October 19, 2010.
Thus, the minimal sidereal period is equal

Tp = TE(1 0-O.2(Mwd-Ms»)3/2( 1.4r ll2 = TE x 1O-o.3(Mwd-Ms) x (1.4r l/2 ;:::: 0.53 days.

a-5. Cosmonaut. For estimation we may consider the space station and cosmonaut as pointlike particles. The
time 'tv, after which these particles collide due to gravitational attraction is approximately equal to half of
period of revolution of mass m around mass M on the orbit with the major semiaxis Ll2. And the time 't

that we should find approximately equals 'tv, (neglecting the last part of orbit comparable with the sizes of
station and cosmonaut). According to general III Kepler law,

4n:2/GM = T2/(Ll2)3, so T = 2rr(Ll2)3/\GMrl/2
, and 'tv, = T/2 = n:(L3/8GM)1I2

't ;:::: 'tv, = 4.35.105 s;:::: 7250 min;:::: 121 h ;:::: 5 days. .

•
(3-5. International Space Station. Let us consider the orbit or-station as circular, and its average radius was

Ro+ h = 6371 km + 350 km = 6720 km ;:::: 6,7'106 m,

where Ro - radius of the Earth," and h - the height of the orbit). It is obvious, that the upward jumps are
corrections of the orbit by engines, and its slow descent during the lowering is due to loss of energy by the
station due to friction in the upper atmosphere. We see that all these parts have an average inclination of
approximate 2-2.5 kilometers per month or about 75 meters per day, that is, the change in the altitude of
the orbit per day is

~h = -75 m.

To consider correctly all the events, it is better to use energetic approach, calculating the total energy of
the station

E = n + K = -GMm/(Ro+h) + myi12,

and not only kinetic K or potential n. (Here G is gravitational constant, M is mass of the Earth, Y is
orbital speed of station.) By the way, note that speed of station increases with lowering of the height (the
station is braked, and speed increases!). From conditions of moving on circular orbit

GMm/(Ro+h)2 = my2/(Ro+h),

Whence
GMm/(Ro+h) = my2, n = -2K, E = -K = nl2.
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Note. The formulae written above are fair for the values of potential energy ol gravitational
interaction counted fi-om infinity (bodies are removedfram each other on infinite distance). Generally
5peaking. the absolute value o/potential energy is not meaning[zJI in physics. only the change ofpotential
energy is important.

Thus,
E = -GMml2(Ro+h).

The process of loss of energy by station and simultaneous increase in its speed with lowering of radius
of the orbit can be imagined as follows. Let us imagine a quasi stationary process with circular orbit all the
time, and the work done by forces of resistance of friction

A = F·L

changes the parameters of this circular orbit. Here F - force of resistance, L - the distance moved. The
force F = L1P/L1t may be found from the following arguments: during each period of time L1t a mass
~ = p'S'Y'L1t of averagely motionless molecules collides with the station (p - density of atmosphere at
height of orbit of the station). As a result of elastic collisions their speed relative to the station varies from
-Y to +Y, and relative to the Earth - from 0 to 2Y. That is, during the period of time L1t the station
transmits to the molecules the momentum

L1P = ).l"2Y = 2Y'p'S'Y'llt = 2·p·S·y2·llt,

Whence
2F=llPIL1t=2'p'S'Y,

Thus, during time 't = 24 hours the station moves a distance L = Y-'t, and the work of forces of friction
(and, accordingly, loss of energy by station) is

3A = F·L = 2'p'S'Y .'t,

Change in energy

•

On the other hand, change in energy of the station in this time is

L1E = -GMm/2(Ro+h+llh) - {-GMml2(Ro+h)} ;:::; llh'GMm/2(Ro+h)2,
•

where llh - change in height of the orbit (value of llh is negative!).

, -2·p·S·y3.'t = llh'GMm/2(Ro+hl,

p = -llh·GMmI{4(Ro+hls·y3.'t}

and, taking into account that y 2= GM/(Ro+h),

P = -mllh I {4'tS·(GM)1I2(Ro+h)l/2}.

Numerical calculations: p = 3.12'10-12 kglnl ;:::; 3'10-12 kglm3
.

So the numerical answer is: p ;:::; 3'10-12 kglm3

2010

•

. (more accuracy is not reasonable).

Sudak, Crimea
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